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Credentials Committee Report 
March 3, 2016 
111 Student Services Building 
 
 
Present:  Amy Broemmel (chair), Henri Grissino-Mayer, Georg Schaur, Jens Gregor, and Jim Larson 
(Joshua Fu voted electronically) 
 
 
Employee Name Title Current Department Type Of Request Approval 
Baker, Christopher Assistant Professor Chemistry Probationary Until tenure 
Bettaieb, Ahmed Assistant Professor Nutrition Probationary Until tenure 




Probationary Until tenure 
















Gavrilets, Sergey  Professor 






Gross, Louis Professor 






Kalisz, Susan Professor 






Kania, Stephen Professor 
















Assistant Professor Geography Probationary Until Tenure 
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Sharma, Bhavya Assistant Professor Chemistry Probationary Until Tenure 








Wood, Richard Professor Nuclear Engineering Probationary Until Tenure 
 
